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It's a funky smooth Jazz and R&B,fused with Inspirational and Gospel Overtones. Definitly music for the

soul. A MUST HAVE ..... 15 MP3 Songs JAZZ: Smooth Jazz, GOSPEL: Contemporary Gospel Details:

Whenever there is a newly found expression of life people open up and take notice. Keeping in mind that

there are many meaningful and beautiful things already in our universe, but to discover such a package of

creative dimensions you may want to take hold and cherish it. Ellis Phelps The Song Writer, The

Producer, The Musician of Jazz, Gospel and R  B expressions is a native of Central New Jersey. He

comes from a family of excellent musicians. With such a natural God given talent, Mr. Phelps' music is

enriched with a passion that creates healing and soul felt melodies. As you begin to listen to his

recordings prepare yourself to be uplifted from original songs that are pure and soulful. By delivering a

musical message and journey of truth, faith and understanding this has become a masterful

workmanship. Mr. Phelps now resides in Decatur, GA. While there he has grown to truly appreciate his

talent. His immediate goal is to share with the world something musically special, unique and Godly.

Working with Vocalist William Swann on "Sedona Crusin", "Because of you", "Here with me",

"Everywhere you go", "How It Came to be", "By my side" and "Unwind" had to be one of the greatest

unions between vocalist and producer that I have heard in a long time. The Slam Vet Poet Wayne

"Breeze" Watson on "A Writer Now" and "Ghetto Rose". You be the Judge. The newest addition to

Exsousia Entertainment Group Vocalist "Bridgette Levi" on "Outta Here" and "Mi Yaddah" Vocals smooth

as silk, ******HER DEBUT CD IS ON SCHEDULE FOR DECEMBER 12TH 2004 LOOK FOR THIS

SOON.****** Vocalist Scott Walker "Mi Yaddah" The Busiest man in the game. Vocalist and Poet "Triston

Du Shane" on "Dark Love". Holding his own. Saxaphonist James Howard is without a doubt one of the

best I've worked with. It's a treat to listen to him on "Sedona Crusin'" and Everywhere you Go. The
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talented "Kim Hamilton" for his Guitar work on "Sedona Crusin" and "Unwind". Trust me you have not

heard the last from this one. Working with talent like this is what this is all about. This Project is: It is

inspiring and uplifting, funky, smooth and upbeat. It has gospel overtones, a touch of acappela and the

refreshing sounds of jazz. He has somehow managed to fuse jazz, gospel, spoken word and R&B and

make it flow as if it was supposed to be. He didn't miss. I use it to "Unwind" and stress management.

That's what it's all about! This project is a jewel in the rough. --- Dr. William Jones Founder of Next

Student Academy of the Arts Phoenix AZ
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